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Abstract
Learning and predicting the performance of a configurable software system helps to provide better quality assurance. One important engineering decision therein is how to encode the configuration into the model built. Despite the presence of different encoding schemes, there is still little understanding of which is better and under what circumstances, as the community often relies on some general beliefs that inform the decision in an ad-hoc manner. To bridge this gap, in this paper, we empirically compared the widely used encoding schemes for software performance learning, namely label, scaled label, and one-hot encoding. The study covers five systems, seven models, and three encoding schemes, leading to 105 cases of investigation.

Our key findings reveal that: (1) conducting trial-and-error to find the best encoding scheme in a case by case manner can be rather expensive, requiring up to 400+ hours on some models and systems; (2) the one-hot encoding often leads to the most accurate results while the scaled label encoding is generally weak on accuracy over different models; (3) conversely, the scaled label encoding tends to result in the fastest training time across the models/systems while the one-hot encoding is the slowest; (4) for all models studied, label and scaled label encoding often lead to relatively less biased outcomes between accuracy and training time, but the paired model varies according to the system.

We discuss the actionable suggestions derived from our findings, hoping to provide a better understanding of this topic for the community. To promote open science, the data and code of this work can be publicly accessed at https://github.com/ideas-labo/MSR2022-encoding-study.
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1 Introduction
Configurable software systems allow software engineers to tune a set of configurations options (e.g., the cache_size in MongoDB), which can considerably influence their performance, such as latency, runtime and energy consumption, etc. [14, 41]. This is, in fact, a two-edged sword: on one hand, these configuration options offer the flexibility for software to deal with different needs, and even create the foundation to achieve runtime self-adaptation; on the other hand, their combinatorial implications to the performance are often unclear, which may result in severe complication and consequences for software maintenance. For example, Xu et al. [55] have discovered that software engineers find it generally difficult to adjust the configurations options in order to adapt the performance. Han and Yu [27] have further shown that over 59% of the performance bugs nowadays are due to inappropriate configurations. Therefore, to take full advantage of the configurability and adaptability of the software, a performance model, which takes a possible configuration as inputs to predict the likely performance, is of high importance.

Classic performance model has been relying on analytical methods, but soon they become ineffective due primarily to the soaring complexity of modern software systems. In particular, there are two key reasons which prevent the success of analytical methods: (1) analytical models often work on a limited type of configuration options, such as CPU and memory settings [8, 18], which cannot cope with the increasing complexity of modern systems. For example, it has been reported that configurable software systems often contain more complex and diverse types of configuration options that span across different modules, including cache, threading, and parallelism, etc [55]. (2) Their effectiveness is highly dependent on assumptions about the internal structure and the environment of the software being modeled. However, many modern scenarios, such as cloud-based systems, virtualized and multi-tenant software, intentionally hide such information to promote ease of use, which further reduces the reliability of the analytical methods [4]. To overcome the above, machine learning based performance modeling have been gaining momentum in recent years [35], as they require limited assumption, work on arbitrary types of configurations options, and do not rely on heavy human intervention.
A critical engineering decision to make in learning performance for configurable software is how to encode the configurations. In the literature, three encoding schemes are prevalent: (1) embedding the configuration options without scaling (label encoding) [40, 41, 48]; (2) doing so with normalization (scaled label encoding) [4, 8, 26] or (3) converting them into binary ones that focus on the configuration values of those options, each of which serves as a dimension (one-hot encoding) [2, 25, 49].

Existing work takes one of these three encoding schemes without systematic justification or even discussions, leaving us with little understanding in this regard. This is of concern, as in other domains, such as system security analysis [32] and medical science [28], it has been shown that the encoding scheme chosen can pose significant implications to the success of a machine learning model. Further, choosing one in a trial-and-error manner for each case can be impractical and time-consuming, as we will show in Section 4. It is, therefore, crucial to understand how the encoding performs differently for learning performance of configurable software.

To provide a better understanding of this topic, in this paper, we conduct an empirical study that systematically compares the three encoding schemes for learning software performance and discuss the insights learned. Our hope is to provide more justified understandings towards such an engineering decision in learning software performance under different circumstances.

1.1 Research Questions

Our study covers seven widely used machine learning models for learning software performance, i.e., Decision Tree (DT) [46] (used by [4, 8, 25, 41]), k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN) [21] (used by [35]), Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) [52] (used by [35]), Linear Regression (LR) [23] (used by [4, 8, 49]), Neural Network (NN) [53] (used by [20, 26]), Random Forest (RF) [30] (used by [45, 50]), and Support Vector Regression (SVR) [17] (used by [4, 50]), together with five popular real-world software systems from prior work [15, 16, 41, 44], covering a wide spectrum of characteristics and domains. Naturally, the first research question (RQ) we ask is:

**RQ1:** Is it practical to examine all encoding methods for finding the best one under every system?

RQ1 seeks to confirm the significance of our study: if it takes an unreasonably long time to conduct trial-and-error in a case-by-case manner, then guidelines on choosing the best encoding scheme under different circumstances become rather important.

What we seek to understand next is:

**RQ2:** Which encoding scheme (paired with the model) helps to build a more accurate performance model?

We use Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), which is commonly used for software performance modeling [24, 31], as the metric for accuracy. In particular, to make a comparison under the best possible situation, we follow the standard pipeline in software performance learning [4, 8, 40, 41, 48] that tunes the hyperparameters of each model-encoding pair using grid search and cross-validation, which is a common way for parameter tuning [29].

While prediction accuracy is important, the time taken for training can also become an integral factor in software performance learning. Our next RQ is, therefore:

**RQ3:** Which encoding scheme (paired with the model) helps train a performance model faster?

We examine the training time of each model-encoding pair, including all processes in the learning pipeline such as hyperparameter tuning and validation.

Since it is important to understand the relationship between accuracy and training time, in the final RQ, we ask:

**RQ4:** What are the trade-offs between accuracy and training time when choosing the encoding and models?

With this, we seek to understand the Pareto-optimal choices that are neither the highest on accuracy nor has the fastest training time (the non-extreme points), especially those that achieve a well-balanced between accuracy and training time, i.e., the knee points.

1.2 Contributions

In a nutshell, we show that choosing the encoding scheme is non-trivial for learning software performance and our key findings are:

- **To RQ1:** Performing trial-and-error in a case by case manner for finding the best encoding schemes can be rather expensive under some cases, e.g., up to 400+ hours.
- **To RQ2:** The one-hot and label encoding tends to be the best choice while the scaled label encoding performs generally the worst.
- **To RQ3:** Opposed to RQ2, the scaled label encoding is generally the best choice while the one-hot encoding often exhibit the slowest training.
- **To RQ4:** Over the models studied, the label and scaled label encoding often lead to less biased results, particularly the latter, but the paired model varies depending on the system.

Deriving from the above, we provide actionable suggestions for learning software performance under a variety of circumstances:

1. When the model to be used involves RF, SVR, KRR, or NN, it is recommended to avoid trial-and-error for finding the best encoding schemes. However, this may be practical for kNN, DT, and LR.
2. When the accuracy is of primary concern,
   - using neural network paired with one-hot encoding if all models studied are available to choose.
   - using one-hot encoding for deep learning (NN), lazy models (kNN), and kernel models (KRR and SVM).
   - using label encoding for linear (LR) and tree models (DT and RF).
3. When the training time is more important,
   - using linear regression paired with scaled label encoding if all models studied are available to choose.
   - using scaled label encoding for deep learning (NN), linear (LR), and kernel models (KRR and SVR).
   - using label encoding for lazy (kNN) and tree models (DT and RF).
Table 1: An example of configurations and performance for MongoDB. \( x_i \) is the \( i \)th configuration option and \( P \) is the performance value (runtime).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( x_1 )</th>
<th>( x_2 )</th>
<th>( x_3 )</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>( x_{n-2} )</th>
<th>( x_{n-1} )</th>
<th>( x_n )</th>
<th>( P )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1200 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2100 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>1260 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1140 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(4) When a trade-off between accuracy and training time is unclear while an unbiased outcome is preferred,

- using scaled label encoding for achieving a relatively well-balanced result if considering all models studied, but the paired model requires some efforts to determine.
- if the model is fixed, only the kernel models (KRR and SVR) and lazy model (kNN) have a more balanced outcome achieved by label encoding and scaled label encoding, respectively.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the background information. Section 3 elaborates the details of our empirical strategy. Section 4 discusses the results and answers the aforementioned research questions. The insights learned and actionable suggestions are specified in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the implications of our study. Section 7, 8, and 9 present the threats to validity, related work, and conclusion, respectively.

## 2 Preliminaries

In this section, we elaborate on the necessary background information and the motivation of our study.

### 2.1 Learning Software Performance

A configurable software system comes with several configuration options, such as the interval for MongoDB. Each of these options can be configured using a set of predefined values, and therefore they are often treated as discrete values, including binary, categorical or numeric options, e.g., we may set \((1, 2, 3, 4)\) on the interval.

Without loss of generality, as shown in Table 1, learning performance for a configurable software often aims to build a regression model that predicts a performance attribute \( P \) \([6, 8, 11]\), e.g., runtime, written as:

\[
P = f(\mathbb{X}), \quad f: \mathbb{X} \to \mathbb{R}
\]

(1)

whereby \( f \) is the actual function learned by a machine learning model; \( \mathbb{X} \) is the vector that represents a configuration. Given that configurable software runs under an environment, the aim is to train a model that minimizes the generalization error on new configurations which have not been seen in training.

### 2.2 Encoding Schemes

In machine learning, the steps involved in the automated model building forms a learning pipeline \([39]\). For learning software performance, the standard learning pipeline setting consists of preprocessing, hyperparameter tuning, model training (using all configuration options), and model evaluation \([4, 8, 40, 41, 48]\) (see Section 3 for details).

In all learning pipeline phases, one critical engineering decision, which this paper focuses on, is how the \( \mathbb{X} \) can be encoded. In general, existing work takes one of the following three encoding schemes:

**Label Encoding:** This is a widely used scheme \([40, 41, 48]\), where each of the configuration options occupies one dimension in \( \mathbb{X} \). Taking MongoDB as an example, its configuration can be represented as \( \mathbb{X} = (\text{cache\_size, interval, ssl\_data\_strategy}) \) where \( \text{cache\_size} = (1, 10, 10000) \), \( \text{interval} = (1, 2, 3, 4) \), \( \text{ssl} = (0, 1) \) and \( \text{data\_strategy} = (\text{str\_l1, str\_l2, str\_l3}) \). A configuration that is used as a training sample could be \((10000, 2, 1, 1)\), where the \( \text{data\_strategy} \) can be converted into numeric values of \((0, 1, 2)\).

**Scaled Label Encoding:** This is a variant of the label encoding used by a state-of-the-art approach \([4, 8, 26]\), where each configuration also takes one dimension in \( \mathbb{X} \). The only difference is that all configurations are normalized to the range between 0 and 1. The same example configuration above for label encoding would be scaled to \((0.1, 0.1, 0.5)\).

**One-hot Encoding:** Another commonly followed scheme \([2, 25, 49]\) such that each dimension in \( \mathbb{X} \) refers to the binary form of a particular value for a configuration option. Using the above example of MongoDB, the representation becomes \( \mathbb{X} = (\text{cache\_size\_v1, cache\_size\_v2, ...}) \). Each dimension, e.g., \( \text{cache\_size\_v1} \), would have a value of 1 if it is the one that the corresponding configuration chooses, otherwise it is 0. As such, the same configuration \((10000, 2, 1, 1)\) in the label encoding would be represented as \((0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0)\) in the one-hot encoding.

Clearly, for binary options, the three encoding methods would be identical, hence in this work, we focus on the systems that also come with complex numeric and categorical configuration options.

### 2.3 Why Study Them?

Despite the prevalence of the three encoding schemes, existing work often use one of them without justifying their choice for learning software performance \([2, 4, 8, 25, 40, 41, 48, 49]\), particularly relating to the accuracy and training time required for the model. Some studies have mentioned the rationales, but a common agreement on which one to use has not yet been drawn. For example, Bao et al. \([2]\) state that for categorical configuration options, e.g., \( \text{cache\_node} \) with three values \((\text{memory}, \text{disk}, \text{mixed})\), the label encoding unnecessarily assume a natural ordering between the values, as they are represented as \(1, 2, 3\). Here, one-hot encoding should be chosen. However, Alaya et al. \([1]\) argue that the one-hot encoding can easily suffer from the multicollinearity issue on categorical configuration options, i.e., it is difficult to handle options interaction. For numeric configuration options, label encoding may fit well, as it naturally comes with order, e.g., the \( \text{cache\_size} \) in MongoDB, which has a set of values \((1, 10, 10000)\). However, the values, such as the above, can be of largely different scales and thus degrade numeric stability. Indeed, using one-hot encoding could be robust to this issue, but it loses the ordinal property of the numeric configuration option \([48]\). Similarly, scaled label encoding could reduce the instability and improve the prediction performance \([42]\), but it also weakens the interactions between the scaled options and the binary options (as they stay the same). Therefore, there is still no common agreement (or insights) on which encoding scheme to use under what circumstances for learning performance models.
Unlike other domains, software configuration is often highly sparse, leading to unusual data distributions. Specifically, a few configuration options could have large influence on the software performance, while the others are trivial, which makes the decision of encoding scheme difficult. Moreover, it is often the case that we may not fully understand the nature of every configuration option, as the software may be off-the-shelf or close-sourced; hence, one may not be able to choose the right encoding based on purely theoretical understandings. As such, a high-level guideline on choosing the encoding scheme for performance modeling, which gives overall suggestions for the practitioners, is in high demand.

The above thus motivates this empirical study, aiming to analyzing the effectiveness of encoding schemes across various subject systems and machine learning models, summarizing the common behaviors of the encoding methods, and providing actionable advice based on the learning models applied as well as the requirements, e.g., accuracy and training time.

3 Methodology

In this section, we will discuss the methodology and experimental setup of the empirical strategy for our study.

3.1 System and Data Selection

We set the following criteria to select sampled data of configurable systems and their environments when comparing the three encoding schemes:

1. To promote the reproducibility, the systems should be open-sourced and the data should be hosted in public repositories, e.g., GitHub.
2. The system and its environment should have been widely used and tested in existing work.
3. To ensure a case where the encoding schemes can create sufficiently different representations, the system should have at least 10% configuration options that are not categorical/binary.
4. To promote the robustness of our experiments, the subject systems should have different proportions of configuration options that are numerical.
5. To guarantee the scale of the study, we consider systems with more than 5,000 configuration samples.

We shortlisted systems and their data from recent studies on software configuration tuning and modeling [41, 44], from which we identified five systems and their environment according to the above criteria, as shown in Table 2. The five systems contain different types as used in prior studies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>C/N</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Used by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB</td>
<td>14/2</td>
<td>runtime (ms)</td>
<td>NoSQL database</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lzzip</td>
<td>9/3</td>
<td>runtime (ms)</td>
<td>compression tool</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trimesh</td>
<td>9/4</td>
<td>runtime (ms)</td>
<td>triangle meshes library</td>
<td>[16, 41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExaStencils</td>
<td>4/6</td>
<td>latency (ms)</td>
<td>stencil code generator</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264</td>
<td>4/13</td>
<td>energy (mW)</td>
<td>a video encoder</td>
<td>[16, 41]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We sample 5,000 configurations from the dataset as our experiment data, which tends to be reasonable and is also a commonly used setting in previous work [19, 22, 34, 47].

3.2 Machine Learning Models

In this work, we choose the most common models that are of different types as used in prior studies:

- **Linear Model**: This type of model builds the correlation between configurations options and performance under certain linear assumptions.
  - Linear Regression (LR): A multi-variable linear regression model that linearly correlates the configurations and their options to make prediction. It has been used by [4, 8, 49]. There are three hyperparameters to tune, e.g., n_jobs.
  - Deep Learning Model: A model that is based on multiple layers of perceptrons to learn and predict the concepts.
    - Neural Network (NN): A network structure with layers of neurons and connections representing the flow of data. The weights incorporate the influences of each input unit and interactions between them. The NN models have been shown to be successful for modeling software performance, e.g., [20, 26]. In this work, we utilize the same network setting and hyperparameter tuning method from the work by Ha and Zhang [26].
  - Tree Model: This model constructs a tree-like structure with a clear decision boundary on the branches.
    - Decision Tree (DT): A regression tree model that recursively partitions the configurations space to predict the output, which is used by [4, 8, 25, 41]. We tune a DT using three hyperparameters, e.g., min_samples_split.
    - Random Forest (RF): An ensemble of decision trees, each of which learns a subset of samples or configurations space. It is a widely used model for performance learning [45, 50]. There are three hyperparameters to tune, e.g., n_estimators
  - Lazy Model: This model delays the learning until the point of prediction.
    - k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN): A model that considers only already measured neighboring configurations to produce a prediction, which has been commonly used [35]. It has four hyperparameters to be tuned, such as n_neighbors.
  - Kernel Model: This model performs learning and prediction by means of a kernel function.
    - Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR): A model of kernel transformation that is combined with ridge regression, which is the L2-norm regularization. It has been used by [35]. There are three hyperparameters to tune, such as alpha.
As shown in Figure 1, the standard learning pipeline setting in our empirical study has several key steps as specified below:

3.4 Learning Pipeline Setting

As shown in Figure 1, the standard learning pipeline setting in our empirical study has several key steps as specified below:

1. Preprocessing: For label and one-hot encoding, we utilize the standard encoding functions from the Sklearn library. For the scaled label encoding, we normalize the configurations using the max-min scaling, such that an option value $v$ is standardized as $\frac{v - v_{\min}}{v_{\max} - v_{\min}}$, where $v_{\min}$ and $v_{\max}$ denote the minimum and maximum bound, respectively. In this way, the values of each configuration option can be normalized within the range between 0 and 1. We follow the state-of-the-art learning pipeline such that all configuration options and their values are considered in the model [2, 8, 40, 41, 48].

2. Hyperparameter Tuning: It is not uncommon that a model comes with at least one hyperparameter [36]. Therefore, the common practice of the pipeline for learning software performance is to tune them under all encoding schemes [2, 8, 40, 41, 48]. In this study, we use the GridSearchCV function from Sklearn, which is an exhaustive grid search that evaluates the model quality via 10-fold cross-validation on the training dataset. The one that leads to the best result is used. Note that the default values are always used as a starting point.

3. Bootstrapping: To achieve a reliable conclusion, we conducted out-of-sample bootstrap (without replacement). In particular, we randomly sampled 90\% of the data as the training dataset, those samples that were not included in the training were used as the testing samples. The process was repeated 50 times, i.e., there are 50 runs of RMSE (on the testing dataset) and training time to be reported. For each run, all encoding schemes are examined, thereby we ensure that they are evaluated under the same randomly sampled training and testing dataset.

4. Statistical Analysis: To ensure statistical significance in multiple comparisons, we apply Scott-Knott test [38] on all comparisons of over 50 runs and produce a score. In a nutshell, Scott-Knott sorts the list of treatments (the learning model-encoding pairs) by their median RMSE/training time. Next, it splits the list into two sub-lists with the largest expected difference [54]. Suppose that we compare NN_onehot, RF_onehot, and NN_label, a possible split could be: \{NN_onehot, RF_onehot\}, \{NN_label\}, with the score of 2 and 1, respectively. This means that, in the statistical sense, NN_onehot and RF_onehot perform similarly, but they are significantly better than NN_label. Formally, Scott-Knott test aims to find the best split by maximizing the difference $\Delta$ in the expected mean before and after each split:

$$\Delta = \frac{|l_1|}{|l|} (\bar{l_1} - \bar{l})^2 + \frac{|l_2|}{|l|} (\bar{l_2} - \bar{l})^2$$

whereby $|l_1|$ and $|l_2|$ are the sizes of two sub-lists ($l_1$ and $l_2$) from list $l$ with a size $|l|$. $\bar{l_1}$, $\bar{l_2}$, and $\bar{l}$ denote their mean RMSE/training time values.

During the splitting, we apply a statistical hypothesis test $H$ to check if $l_1$ and $l_2$ are significantly different. This is done by using bootstrapping and $A_{12}$ [51]. If that is the case, Scott-Knott recurses on the splits. In other words, we divide the treatments into different sub-lists if both bootstrap sampling and effect size test suggest that a split is statistically significant (with a confidence level of 99\%) and not a small effect ($A_{12} \geq 0.6$). The sub-lists are then scored based on their mean RMSE/training time. The higher the score, the better the treatment.

Since there are five systems and environments, together with seven models and three encoding schemes, our empirical study consists of 105 cases of investigation. All the experiments were performed on a Windows 10 server with an Intel Core i5-9400 CPU 2.90GHz and 8GB RAM.

4 Analysis and Results

In this section, we discuss the results of the empirical study with respect to the RQs. All data and code can be accessed at the github repository: https://github.com/ideas-labo/MSR2022-encoding-study.

4.1 RQ1: Cost of Trial-and-Error

4.1.1 Method To answer RQ1, for each encoding scheme, we record the time taken to complete all 50 runs under a model and
Table 3: Scott-Knott test, Med (median), and Interquartile Range (IQR) on the RMSE of all models and systems. “onehot”, “label” and “scaled” stand for one-hot, label and scaled label encoding, respectively. A higher score means the RMSE is lower.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Med</th>
<th>IQR</th>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Med</th>
<th>IQR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KiNN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44.45</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59.97</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59.97</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59.97</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN_scaled</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59.97</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59.97</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59.97</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59.97</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF_scaled</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59.97</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59.97</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding 2: For certain models, it may be possible to find the best encoding scheme. For example, it takes less than an hour for KiNN, DT, and LR due to their low computational needs. Yet, whether one would be willing to spend valuable development time for this is really case-dependent.

The above confirms that finding the best encoding scheme for learning software performance can be non-trivial and the needs of our study. Therefore, for RQ1, we say:

4.1.2 Results Figure 2 shows the result, from which we obtain some clear evidence:

- **Finding 1**: It can take an extremely long time to conclude which encoding scheme is better depending on the model: this is almost 100 hours (median) for RF and around 80 hours (median) for SVR in general; it can go up to 400+ hours on some systems. For KRR and NN, which takes less time to do so, still requires around at least two and a half days (60+ hours).
- **Finding 2**: For certain models, it may be possible to find the best encoding scheme. For example, it takes less than an hour for KiNN, DT, and LR due to their low computational needs. Yet, whether one would be willing to spend valuable development time for this is really case-dependent.
4.2.1 Method To study RQ2, we compare all RMSE values for the three encoding schemes under the models and systems. That is, for each subject system, there are 3 × 7 = 21 pairs of model-encoding (50 RMSE repeats each). To ensure statistical significance among the comparisons, we use Scott-Knott test to assign a score for each pair, hence similar ones are clustered together (same score) while different ones can be ranked (the higher score, the better).

4.2.2 Results As illustrated in Table 3, we observe some interesting findings:

- **Finding 3:** From Table 3f, overall, label and one-hot encoding are clearly more accurate than scaled label encoding across the models, as the former two have the best total Scott-Knott scores for all models over the systems studied. Between these two, one-hot encoding tends to be slightly better across all models, as it wins on 4 models against the 3 wins by label encoding. We observe similar trend from Table 3a to 3e over the systems.

**RQ1:** Depending on the model, finding the best encoding scheme using trial-and-error can be highly expensive, as it may take 60+ hours (median) and up to 400+ hours. However, for other cases, the “effort” only need less than one hour, which may be acceptable depending on the scenario.

4.2 RQ2: Accuracy
Figure 3: The trade-off between RMSE and training time over all Pareto-optimal model-encoding pairs.

**RQ2:** In general, the one-hot encoding tends to have the best accuracy and the scaled label encoding should be avoided. In particular, NN_onehot is the safest option for the overall optimal accuracy among the subjects studied.

### 4.3 RQ3: Training Time

#### 4.3.1 Research

Similar to RQ2, here we measured the training time over 50 runs for all 21 pairs of model-encoding for each system.

#### 4.3.2 Results

With Table 4, we can observe some patterns:

- **Finding 6:** Overall, from Table 4f, label and scaled label encoding are much faster to train than their one-hot counterpart, which has never won the other two under any model across the systems. In particular, scaled label encoding appears to have the fastest training than others in general, as the former wins on 4 models, draws on one, and loses only on two. Similar results have been obtained in Table 4a to 4e.

- **Finding 7:** For different model types, in Table 4f, the label encoding tends to be the best option in terms of training time for tree model and lazy model; the scaled label counterpart is faster on deep learning model, linear model, and kernel model. This is similar to that from Table 4a to 4e.

- **Finding 8:** From Table 4a to 4e, unexpectedly LR has the fastest training time over all systems and this model works the best with scaled label encoding since LR_scaled is the fastest on 4 out of 5 systems; its difference to LR_label tends to be marginal though.

Therefore, we say:

**RQ3:** The scaled label encoding tends to have the fastest training while one-hot encoding takes the longest time to train. In particular, LR_scaled is the best choice for the overall fastest training time over the subjects studied.

### 4.4 RQ4: Trade-off Analysis

#### 4.4.1 Method

Understanding RQ4 requires us to simultaneously consider the accuracy and training time achieved by all 21 pairs of model-encoding. According to the guidance provided by Li and Chen [37], for each system, we seek to analyze the Pareto optimal choices as those are the ones that require trade-offs. Suppose that a pair \( P_x \) has \( \{A_x, T_x\} \) and another \( P_y \) comes with \( \{A_y, T_y\} \), whereby \( A_x \) and \( A_y \) are their median RMSE (over 50 runs) while \( T_x \) and \( T_y \) are their median training time, respectively. We say \( P_x \) dominates \( P_y \) if \( A_x \leq A_y \) and \( T_x \leq T_y \) while there is either \( A_x < A_y \) or
which we obtain some interesting observations:

Among others, we are interested in the non-extreme, less biased points, especially those with a well-balanced trade-off.

4.4.2 Results

The results are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, from which we obtain some interesting observations:

- **Finding 9:** Over all the model-encoding pairs (Figures 3), label and scaled label encoding can more commonly lead to less biased results (non-extreme points) in the Pareto front than their one-hot counterpart. This can clearly offer more trade-off choices.
- **Finding 10:** In Figures 3, the scaled label encoding tends to achieve more balanced trade-off than the others, but the paired model may vary, i.e., it can be NN, DT, or RF, across the systems. For example, it is NN_scaled on MongoDB but becomes DT_scaled on Lzzip.
- **Finding 11:** Kernel models like KRR and SVR have never produced Pareto-optimal outcomes over the 5 systems studied (Figures 3).
- **Finding 12:** From Figure 4, only kernel and lazy models have relatively less biased point in their own Pareto front, which are achieved by label (Figure 4c and 4g) and scaled label encoding (Figure 4d), respectively.

In summary, we have:

\[ T_x < T_y \]

A pair, which is not dominated by any other pairs from the total set of 21, is called a Pareto-optimal pair therein. The set of all Pareto-optimal points is called the Pareto front (Figures 3). We also plot the Pareto front with respect to the total Scott-Knott scores (over all systems) under each model (Figures 4).

Here, a Pareto-optimal pair that has the best accuracy or the fastest training time is called a biased point (or an extreme point). Among others, we are interested in the non-extreme, less biased points, especially those with a well-balanced trade-off.

5 Actionable Suggestions

In this section, we discuss the suggestions on the encoding scheme for learning software performance under a variety of circumstances.

**Suggestion 1:** When RF, SVR, KRR or NN is to be used, we do not recommend trial-and-error to find the best encoding scheme. However, for kNN, DT or LR, it may be practical to “try them all”.

From RQ1, it can be rather time-consuming for comparing all three encoding schemes under RF, SVR, KRR or NN. Indeed, the “efforts” may be reduced if we consider, e.g., less repeated runs or even reduced data samples. However, to provide a reliable choice, what we consider in this study is essential, and hence further reducing them may increase the instability of the result. The process can be even more expensive if different models are also to be assessed during the trial-and-error. In contrast, when kNN, DT, or LR is to be used, it only requires less than one hour each — an assumption that may be more acceptable within the development lifecycle.

**Suggestion 2:** When the accuracy is all that matters, among all possible models studied, we recommend using NN paired with one-hot encoding. When a certain model needs to be used, we suggest avoiding scaled label encoding in general and following one-hot encoding for deep learning and kernel models; label encoding for linear and tree models.

Reflecting on RQ2, when only the accuracy is of concern, we can make suggestions for practitioners to infer the best choice of encoding schemes when experimental assessment is not possible or desirable. Among others, it is clear that NN tends to offer the best accuracy, and NN paired with one-hot encoding, i.e., NN_onehot, is the most reliable choice. In contrast, scaled label encoding often performs the worst, and hence scaled label encoding can be ruled out from the suggestions.

Besides the fact that one-hot encoding can generally lead to the best accuracy over the models, we do observe some specific patterns when the model to be used is fixed: one-hot encoding for deep learning and kernel models while label encoding for linear and tree models.

**Suggestion 3:** When faster training time is more preferred (e.g., the model needs to be rapidly retrained at runtime), over all models studied, we recommend using linear regression paired with scaled label encoding. When the model is fixed, we suggest adopting scaled label encoding in general (especially for deep learning, linear, and kernel models) and label encoding for tree and lazy models; one-hot encoding should be avoided.

Deriving from the findings for RQ3, if the training time is of higher importance, we can also estimate the suitable choice of encoding scheme in the absence of experimental evaluation. Over all possible models studied, linear regression is unexpectedly the
fastest to train and when it is paired with scaled label encoding (LR_scaled) the training is the fastest. One-hot encoding is often the slowest to train, and hence can be avoided.

Although the scaled label encoding appears to be faster to train than its label counterpart, they remain competitive. In fact, when the model to be used has been pre-defined, we observe some common patterns: the scaled label encoding is the best for deep learning, linear, and kernel models while the label encoding is preferred for tree and lazy models.

**Suggestion 4:** When the preference between accuracy and training time is unclear while the unbiased outcome is preferred, over all models studied, we recommend using scaled label encoding, but the paired model needs some efforts to determine. We certainly suggest avoiding one-hot encoding and kernel model (KRR and SVR regardless of its encoding schemes). When the model is fixed to the kernel and lazy models, the label and scaled label encoding can be chosen to reduce the bias, respectively.

It is not uncommon that the preference between accuracy and training time can be unclear, and hence an unbiased outcome is important. According to the findings for RQ4, this needs the label and scaled label encoding. Because in this case, as we have shown, they often lead to results that are in the middle of the Pareto front for the pairs. In particular, scaled label encoding can often lead to well-balanced results in contrast to the other, but the paired model may vary. We would also suggest avoiding one-hot encoding and kernel model (SVR and KRR), as the former would easily bias to accuracy or training time while the latter leads to no Pareto optimal choice at all over the systems studied.

However, when the model needs to be fixed, only the kernel and lazy models can have less biased choices, which are under the label and scaled label encoding, respectively.

## 6 Discussion

We now discuss a few interesting points derived from our study.

### 6.1 Practicality of Performance Models

The performance models built can be used in different practical scenarios, under each of which the accuracy and training time can be of great importance (and thereby the choice of encoding schemes are equally crucial).

#### 6.1.1 Configuration debugging

Ill-fitted Configurations can lead to bugs such that the resulted performance is dramatically worse than the expectation. Here, a performance model can help software engineers easily inspect which configuration options are likely to be the root cause of the bug and identify the potential fix [55]. The fact that the model makes inferences without running the system can greatly improve the efficiency of the debugging process. Further, by analyzing the models, software engineers can gain a better understanding of the system’s performance characteristics which helps to prevent future configuration bugs.

#### 6.1.2 Speed up automatic configuration tuning

Automatic configuration tuning is necessary to optimize the performance of the software system at deployment time. However, due to the expensive of measuring the performance, tuning is often a slow and time-consuming process. As one resolution to that issue, the performance model can serve as the surrogate for cheap evaluation of the configuration. Indeed, there have been a few successful applications in this regard, such as those that rely on Bayesian optimization [33, 41].

### 6.1.3 Runtime self-adaptation

Self-adapting the configuration at runtime is a promising way to manage the system’s performance under uncertain environments. In this context, the performance model can help to achieve the adaptation in a timely manner, as it offers a relatively cheap way to reason about the better or worse of different configurations under changing environmental conditions. From the literature of self-adaptive systems, it is not uncommon to see that the performance models are often used during the planning stage [5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13].

### 6.2 Why Considering Different Models?

We note that some learning models perform overwhelmingly better than the others, such as NN. Yet, our study involves a diverse set of models because, in practice, there may be other reasons that a learning model is preferred. For example, linear and tree models may be used as they are directly interpretable [49, 50], despite that they can lead to inferior accuracy overall. Therefore, our results on the choice of encoding schemes provide evidence for a wide set of scenarios and the possibility that different models may be involved.

The other reason for considering different models is that we seek to examine whether the choice of machine learning model matters when deicing what encoding schemes to use. Indeed, our results show that the paired model is an integral part and we provide detailed suggestions in that regard.

### 6.3 On Interactions between Configuration Options

The encoding schemes can serve as different ways to represent the interactions between configuration options. Since the one-hot encoding embeds the values of options as the feature dimensions and captures their interactions, it models a much more finer-grained feature space compared with that of the label and scaled-label counterparts. Our results show that, indeed, such a finer-grained capture of interactions enables one-hot encoding to become the most reliable scheme across the models/software as it has the generally best accuracy. This confirms the current understanding that the interaction between configuration options is important and the way how they are handled can significantly influence the accuracy [49]. Most importantly, our findings show that it is possible to better handle the interactions at the level of encoding.

### 7 Threats to validity

Similar to many empirical studies in software engineering, our work is subject to threats to validity. Specifically, internal threats can be related to the configuration options used and their ranges. Indeed, a different set may lead to a different result in some cases. However, here we follow what has been commonly used in state-of-the-art studies, which are representatives for the subject systems. The hyperparameter of the models to tune can also impose this threat. Ideally, widening the set of hyperparameters to tune can complement our results. Yet, considering an extensive set of hyperparameters is rather expensive, as the tuning needs to go through
the full training and validation process. To mitigate such, we have examined different hyperparameters in preliminary runs for finding a balance between effectiveness and overhead.

Construct threats to validity can be related to the metric used. While different metrics exist for measuring accuracy, here we use RMSE, which is a widely used one for learning software performance. The results are also evaluated validated Scott-Knott test [38]. We also set a data samples of 5,000, which tends to be reasonable as this is what has been commonly used in prior work [19, 22, 34, 47]. Indeed, using other metrics or different sample size may offer new insights, which we plan to do in future work.

Finally, external threats to validity can raise from the subjects and models used. To mitigate such, we study five commonly studied systems that are of diverse characteristics, together with seven widely-used models. This leads to a total of 105 cases of investigation. Such a setting, although not exhaustive, is not uncommon in empirical software engineering and can serve as a strong foundation to generalize our findings, especially considering that an exhaustive study of all possible models and systems is unrealistic. Yet, we agree that additional subjects may prove fruitful.

8 Related Work

A most widely used representation for building machine learning-based software performance model is the one-hot encoding [2, 25, 49]. The root motivation of such encoding is derived from the fact that a configurable system can be represented by the feature model – a tree-like structure that captures the variability [49]. In a feature model, each feature can be selected or deselected, which is naturally a binary option. Note that categorical and numeric configuration options can also be captured in the feature model, as long as they can be discretized [14]. Following this, several approaches have been developed using machine learning. Among others, Guo et al. [25] use the one-hot encoding combined with the DT to predict software performance, as it fits well with the feature model. Bao et al. [2] also use the same encoding, and their claim is that it can better capture the options which have no ordinal relationships.

The other, perhaps more natural, encoding scheme for learning software performance is the label encoding, which has also been followed by many studies, either with [4, 8, 26] or without scaling [40, 41, 48]. For example, Chen and Bahsoon [8] directly encode the configuration options to learn the performance model with normalization to [0, 1]. Siegmund et al. [48] also follows the label encoding, but the binary and numeric configuration options are treated differently in the model learned with no normalization.

However, the choice between those two encoding schemes for software performance learning often lacks systematic justification, which is the gap that this empirical study aims to bridge.

In the other domains, the importance of choosing the encoding schemes for building machine learning models has been discussed. For example, Jackson and Agrawal [32] compare the most common encoding schemes for predicting security events using logs. The result shows that it is considerably harmful to encode the representation without systematic justification. Similarly, He and Parida [28] study the effect of two encoding schemes for genetic trait prediction. A thorough analysis of the encoding schemes has been provided, together with which could be better under what cases. However, those findings cannot be directly applied in the context of software performance learning, due to two of its properties:

- Sampling from the configurable systems is rather expensive [33, 41, 56], thus the sample size is often relatively smaller.
- Software configuration is often sparse, i.e., the close configurations may have rather different performance [33, 41]. This is because options like cache, when enabled, can create significant implications to the performance, but such a change is merely represented as a one-bit difference in the model. Therefore, the distribution of the data samples can be intrinsically different from the other domains.

Most importantly, this work provides an in-depth understanding of this topic for learning software performance, together with insights and suggestions under different circumstances.

9 Conclusions

This paper bridges a gap in the understating of encoding schemes for learning performance for highly configurable software. We do that by conducting a systematic empirical study, covering five systems, seven models, and three widely used encoding schemes, giving a total of 105 cases of investigation. In summary, we show that

Choosing the encoding scheme is non-trivial for performance learning and it can be rather expensive to do it using trial-and-error in a case-by-case manner.

Our findings provide actionable suggestions and “rule-of-thumb” when a thorough experimental comparison is not possible or desirable. Among these, the most important ones over all models and encoding schemes are:

- using neural network paired with one-hot encoding for the best accuracy.
- using linear regression paired with scaled label encoding for the fastest training.
- using scaled label encoding for a relatively well-balanced outcome, but mind the underlying model.

We hope that this work can serve as a good starting point to raise the awareness of the importance of choosing encoding schemes for performance learning, and the actionable suggestions are of usefulness to the practitioners in the field. More importantly, we seek to spark a dialog on a set of relevant future research directions for this regard. As such, the next stage on this research thread is vast, including designing specialized models paired with suitable encoding schemes or even investigating new, tailored encoding schemes derived from the findings in the paper.
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